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‘Articulation’ between scales

‘describing how we can use modelling at different scales to
inform our analysis of the issue [climate policy] in question’
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The policy and modelling challenge of different scales
United Nations (UNFCCC)
Paris Agreement 2015
1.5°C or 2°C “guardrail” for 2100
Ratchet mechanism

European Union (EU28)
EU Climate and Energy Framework
“20 – 20 – 20” by 2020 package
40% reduction by 2030 vs. 1990

United Kingdom (UK)
Climate Change Act 2008
80% reduction by 2050 vs. 1990
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Programme of the morning
Lecture
• Overview of the key issues around modelling at different scales (from a
practice-based perspective)
• Global drivers in national models & national /regional representation in
global models
• Consistency issues in aggregating national pathways
• Complementarity between different modelling scales to assist policy

Interactive exercise

• Explore the tensions between national and global scales from the
perspective of domestic policy making
• To identify national priorities in NDCs, consider the linkages to global
drivers, and proposals for incorporating into modelling of NDCs
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Models at different scale are built for different purposes!
• Integrated Assessment Models:
• Translating climate limits into emission pathways and carbon budgets (Rogelj et
al. 2016)
• Informing policy debate on progress (Fawcett et al. 2015)
• Global perspective on critical mitigation options & their deployment (including
regional distribution) e.g. IEA WEO

• Outlook for commodity trade & resources
• (Sub) National-scale models:

• Reflecting national priorities (energy & non-energy) and circumstances across
dimensions
• Strategy development and planning, and vehicle for engagement
• Policy implementation
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The best of both worlds……..
• Key question: how do we recognise and enable the benefits of stronger
interaction between modelling scales, to help design and deliver more
effective climate policy?
• Policy context means critical to enhance linkage between scales (both ways)
Representation of
global drivers

National /
local scale

Global /
Regional scale

Representation of
national circumstances
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Global drivers in national models (and vice versa)
Consistent aggregation of national pathways
Aligning global and national modelling scales
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What global drivers to consider in national models?

Political: multi- or unilateral action by others (global commons / first-mover
problem), change in political systems
Economic: global outlook for growth, industrial structure, trade
Social: global trends & ideas impacting on transition

Technological: costs and deployment, first movers
Environmental: impacts of climate change, resource availability & costs,
emissions accounting
…..with analysis priorities and model sensitivities determining focus
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Review of national-focused models

Lower

Abstraction and completeness of system dynamics

Higher

Accounting

Bottom-up (BU)

B-U based
hybrid

Mixed linked
B-U+T-D

Top-down (TD) based
hybrid

National IAM

PATHWAY
(USA)

MARKALTIMES
(UK)

CIMS (CanadaChina)

Pop, Buildings,
Trans, CGE
(Japan)

IMACLIM-R
(France)

GCAM-IIM
(India)

MARKAL-ED
(UK)

CA-TIMES
(California)

MARKALMACRO (UK)

MARKAL
Stochastic (UK)

MARKAL-ED
(China)

MARKAL (UK)
ESME (UK)
LTMS (South
Africa)

MARKALMACRO (China)

MARKAL-AIMSnapshot (India)
IPAC (BU-CGE)
(China)

MIT-EPPA
(USA)
MRN-NEEM
(USA)
ADAGE
(USA)
THREE-ME
(France)
REMIND-D
(Germany)
GEMINI (Switz.)

Source: Pye and Bataille (2016)
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How do national model decarbonisation analyses deal
with global drivers?
• Many of the papers reviewed provided limited information on global driver
representation in models (Pye, Bataille, McGlade et al. 2016)
• Most rely heavily on context-specific exogenous assumptions for external
factors, because of perceived limited impact on analysis, or capacity
constraints limit an improved analysis
• Top-down CGE analysis: Single or (explicit) multi-region Armington approach,
based on econometrically estimated elasticity for trade given import / export
prices
• Bottom-up optimisation / simulation: static assumptions often the norm, or
OAT sensitivity analysis (fossil fuel prices & technology costs); often limited
explanation of assumptions
• Only two papers explicitly incorporated global dynamics through modelling
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Reflecting on UK experiences
2000

Proposed
targets

2003

2004

2006

Building evidence base
and political consensus

Royal
Commission on
Environmental Energy White
Pollution 2000 Paper 2003

Models

2005

UK MARKAL

Energy
Review 2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

Developing legislative framework
and confirming targets

Energy White
Paper 2007

UK MARKAL-MACRO
(Macroeconomic module)

CCC Targets
2008

CCC 4th
Carbon
Budget 2010

2012

2013

2015

Developing the
implementation framework

CCC 5th
Carbon
Budget 2015

DECC Carbon
Plan 2011

UK MARKAL-MED
(Elastic Demand Variant)

2014

UKTM-UCL
(Successor to UK-MARKAL)

TIAM-UCL, ETM-UCL
(Global and European Scale Models)

UK ambition and domestic priorities

Plus: Keep the lights
on, bills down and
develop new industries

Source: The Committee on Climate Change (CCC)
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What global drivers to consider in national models [UK]

Political: multi- or unilateral action by others (global commons / first-mover
problem), change in political systems
Part of supranational political & economic organisation
Economic: global outlook for growth, industrial structure, trade

Open economy exposed to competition although EI industry decline
Social: global trends & ideas impacting on transition
Technological: costs and deployment, first movers
Price taker of global technologies
Environmental: global impacts of climate change, resource availability &
costs, emissions accounting
Increasing import dependency
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UK modelling approach, via sensitivity analysis
• Early analysis argued national models need a fuller account of international
drivers on a system, such as resource availability and price, which should not be
fixed exogenous assumptions but take account of the impact of regional or global
mitigation policies.
• Strachan et al. 2008 explored range of drivers under two climate regimes –
global consensus and Annex 1 consensus. Drivers included •
•
•
•
•

technology costs
fossil fuel resource prices
supply of imported resources, including biomass
international aviation emissions
trading mechanisms for international CO2 emission reductions permits
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UK MARKAL-Macro
• Used a MARKAL-MACRO model (B-U with nested macroeconomic model)

ENERGY SOURCES
TECHNOLOGY CHARACTERISTICS
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRAINTS
& POLICIES

LABOUR

GDP
CONSUMPTION

USEFUL ENERGY
SERVICES

MACRO

MARKAL
ENERGY
PAYMENTS
TECHNOLOGY MIX
FUEL MIX
EMISSIONS SOURCES & LEVELS
FUEL & EMISSION MARGINAL COSTS
RANKING OF MITIGATION OPTIONS

CAPITAL

INVESTMENT
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UK modelling approach, via sensitivity analysis (2)
• Marginal costs resulting from 80% CO2 reductions under different sensitivities
Inclusion of int.
aviation sector

Good access to
offset markets

Source: Strachan et al. (2008)
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UK modelling approach, via sensitivity analysis (3)
• GDP losses resulting from 80% CO2 reductions under different sensitivities

Good access to
offset markets

Inclusion of int.
aviation sector

Source: Strachan et al. (2008)
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Gas trade status, 1980-2014
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Robust assessment of boundary conditions needed for
analysis of future transitions
We know our models are highly sensitive to global drivers!

Source: Pye et al. (2015)
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Sensitivity to gas prices
• Relationship between consumption and gas prices in 2050 in the reference
(left) and 80% reduction with CCS cases (right); blue line 2010 level

Source: McGlade
et al. (2015)
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Historical perspective: Progress to date via domestic or
global drivers?
• International drivers critical - EU legislation on coal generation, RE
competitiveness, & industry offshoring
• But most critical recent driver has been domestic carbon floor price of ~€20

Emissions of CO2 at 1894
levels, down to 380 in 2016,
from 600 MtCO2 in 1990

Graphic: Carbon Brief, 2017
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Capturing uncertainty and sudden change……
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Improve characterisation of global drivers
• Less reliance on specific world view e.g. IEA (but acceptability concerns)

Annual PV capacity additions: Historical vs. IEA WEO
Graphic: Auke Hoekstra
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Improved characterisation of global drivers
• Less reliance on specific world view e.g. IEA (but acceptability concerns)
• Capturing the broader range of plausible futures (incl. political dimension)
• Focus on assumptions that matter….but initially think broadly
• Review the historical transition to inform what might be important
• Moving from a static approach to one where dynamics of global system can be
subject to sensitivity analysis (but recognising that global model access an
issue……)
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Also challenges for global or multi-region models………

Political: domestic political inertia, systems, policy culture
Economic: specific industrial structure, priorities
Social: cultural norms, engagement
Technological: social acceptability, comparative advantage
Environmental: specific environmental constraints (habitats, air
pollution), resource availability
…..but while retaining tractability of global analysis
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Bringing model scale insights together
• PRIMES analysis provides an important analytical basis to allow EC to
propose mitigation targets
• Irish researchers supporting national government by contrasting analysis by
PRIMES with national analysis (Chiodi et al. 2015)
• PRIMES insights on • Abatement cost to meet Irish GHG reduction target of 33%
• Contribution to mitigation via RES across sectors
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Insights from Irish TIMES model
• 33% GHG reduction met at €150/t (compared to €40)
• €40 only delivers 21% reduction
• RES sectoral contributions very different (although both deliver 25% RES);
lower RES-E and higher RES-H

GHG Emissions Scenario in Ireland in 2030

Modal shares of renewables in
gross final consumption in 2030
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Hard linking scales?
• Need to maintain differences in scales due to distinctive purpose of
models
• Insights from integrated scales often ‘watered down’ e.g. national to
global loses necessary detail……..
• More about using different models scales in parallel
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Global drivers in national models (and vice versa)
Consistent aggregation of national pathways
Aligning global and national modelling scales
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Increasing need in the future for national pathway
aggregation to build composite picture
• NDCs and LT emission reduction strategies will provide a basis for assessing
progress towards climate ambition
• Composite picture provides a strong basis for assessing ambition from B-U
but…….
• In aggregating, many issues on global consistency arise; each national pathway
has own view of global drivers

• Reflect on the DDPP experience about some of the key issues in aggregating
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Reflection on developing bottom-up perspectives on
global ambition: DDPP
• Global analysis for 16 highest emitters (>70% of global emissions)
o Independent country teams that have credibility with national stakeholders
o Explicit representation of national characteristics by local experts
o Operationalises 2°C target at national level
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Global assumptions to reconcile: Economic growth
• What does global economic growth in the future look like, in rate and
structure?

Source: DDPP, 2015
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Global assumptions to reconcile: Technology outlook
• Benchmark technology
performance & costs
• Technology learning
assessment

Source:
DDPP, 2015
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Global assumptions to reconcile: Energy resources and
other commodities
• For larger producers, questions over fossil fuel outlook in their national
pathways [but selling the message……]
• Bioenergy assumptions? Commodity production?

Source: Canadian DDPP report, 2015
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Global assumptions to reconcile: Emissions accounting
• Missing emissions give an incomplete picture; makes aggregation difficult
• Accounting can change the shape & implications of national pathways e.g.
BECCS in UK

Source: UK DDPP report, 2015
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What do models need, according to practitioners?
Based on survey by Pye and Bataille (2016) • Modelling needs to ensure better linkages in 3 ways; one such linkage is
between national-scale and regional/global models for system boundary
conditions.
• Enhanced access to common & transparent data, e.g. costs for globally traded
technologies, industry benchmarks, efficiency standards etc. Advantages –
• limited data availability less of an obstacle to develop capacity
• allows for access to useful benchmarks to check input assumptions
• enhances consistency across globally determined assumptions
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Summary points on DDPP aggregation
•

Careful review of composite picture can highlight inconsistencies

•

Interaction helps question our own national assumptions – and provide new
information

•

Improves transparency of assumption making around global drivers

•

Highlights opportunities for ambition in view of global goals
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Global drivers in national models (and vice versa)
Consistent aggregation of national pathways
Aligning global and national modelling scales
“more in-depth analysis of the linkages between national
transformations and global dynamics [is required]”, Bataille et al. 2016a
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Case study examples
Two recent analyses where demonstrate working across modelling scales 1.

Fossil fuels in national decarbonisation pathways

2.

Prospects for extractive-led development
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Case study 1: Fossil fuels in national decarbonisation
pathways
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Case study 1: Fossil fuels in national decarbonisation
pathways
•

LT decarbonisation pathways of 2 ⁰C type transitions see a shift away from
fossil fuels

•

Raises questions for fossil fuel exporters, given critical uncertainties for
global trade (regional climate action, technology deployment, price
impacts)

•

Argue for a multi-scale analysis for those countries particularly exposed to
market shifts in other regions (Pye, Bataille, McGlade et al. 2016)

•

Same thinking applicable to other factors that characterise boundary
conditions
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A multi-scale framework
• Two way learning process between national planning analysis & global system
modelling
• Facilitates country dialogue on key global factors (fossil trade, technology
deployment etc.)
Export market potential, costs
Under range of uncertainties e.g.
climate ambition, transition type etc.

Global
system

National
Planning

Enhanced representation
Socio-economic conditions,
political realities
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Comparison of outlooks under 2 ⁰C climate objective
Insights from global to national: How does FF production in global model change
in view of enhanced national representation?
• Outlook under optimal case, cost-effective allocation of emission reduction
(OPT)
• Partial representation of 16 country pathways (NAT)

Characteristics of
national plans

1.

2.

CO2 emission reduction trajectory
(domestic abatement only)
Carbon intensity of electricity
Demand driver elasticities

Insights from global to national to global: How do the above outlooks compare
with the national representation (DDP)?
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Enhanced country pathways representation in global
model
• Regional allocation and timing of mitigation ambition can significantly change
patterns of trade for fossil fuels. For example, stronger early action increases
the role (and price) of gas and reduces that of coal.
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Enhanced country pathways representation in global
model
• Another key insight is that even small shifts in fuel production and use in highdemand regions can have a strong impact on trade flows.
Gas
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160

Gas production, EJ/yr
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• The above allows for the analysis of uncertainties that are difficult to consider
outside of a global framework.
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Global and national analysis insights for Australia DDP
Coal:
• Rapid drop in production level between 2020-2040
• Representation of commodity type, infrastructure
• Small shifts in large Asian markets (60% consumption) impacting on relatively smaller
exporters (5% production)

14

Coal

12

Gas

8

2050 estimates

Export level

6
4
2

Total production

10

0

2050

2050

DDP

OPT

NAT

2010

DDP

OPT

NAT

-2

2010

Production, EJ

Gas:
• Export level much lower
~50% in global analysis
(NAT)
• Higher in OPT, due to
increase exports due to
higher mitigation rate
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Global and national analysis insights for Canada DDP
Coal: Global analysis does not capture the specific around metallurgic coal trade
(represented in DDP) or domestic industry
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DDP

OPT

NAT

2010

DDP

OPT

NAT

2010

DDP

OPT
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-2
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Oil:
• Global model see no prospects for
export due to reduction in US demand
(at $40)
• Also assumes domestic transport use,
not seen in DDP

10

Production, EJ

Gas:
• NAT: lower global demand so net
importer due to higher cost domestic
reserves
• OPT: increased prospect for domestic
gas production due to increased
global price, but no exports
• DDP: less decline due to enhanced
drilling in current fields, and better
prospects in high cost reserves

2050

Based on $40 scenario; $80-110 see much higher level.
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Conclusions of paper
• Global model offers new perspectives, and opportunities for national plans to question
assumptions, and to discuss key uncertainties in the long term
• Exports of fossil fuels can be disrupted by ‘small’ changes in demand in large regions,
due to environmental action, tech. deployment etc.
• Interaction with national teams highlight some limitations in global analysis
• Strong inertia in the system due to political reality e.g. government will support
critical domestic industries, and representation of sunk investment and low
operational costs
• Also political consideration in perspectives on fossil fuel in national plans
• ‘Both model scales provide important insights that are complementary while
sometimes challenging the other’s orthodoxy. However, neither can replace the other.’
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Case study 2: Prospects for extractive-led development
• Through the Paris Climate Change Agreement,
nearly all countries have signed up to the
concept of the global ‘carbon budget’
• Remaining within this budget will mean
keeping much of the global fossil fuel reserves
& resources in the ground (McGlade and Ekins,
2015)
• This will have implications for future fossil fuel
supply
• What does this mean for low-income,
resource-rich countries that hope to develop
their hydrocarbon resources for export and /
domestic use? (And their advisors, donors,
financiers)
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A global context for the national discourse

COAL

OIL

Coal: 2D is ~15% of the INDC case in 2070.
Ceiling level of ~30 EJ (industry) that the
model struggles to shift.
Oil: 2D has only half the production level of
the INDC case in 2070. Parts of transport
sector difficult to decarbonise.
GAS

Gas: in 2070, gas remains at a similar level as
currently observed (but key uncertainties).
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Multi-scale approach to exploring country pathways

1 - ‘Rush to market’ (High carbon assumptions)
Maximum development of hydrocarbon resources
50:50 export / domestic allocation
2 - Export led (Low carbon assumptions)
Current production and existing discoveries
Export focus
3 - Domestic-use (High carbon assumptions)
Current production and existing discoveries
Focus on domestic use

4 - Managed decline (Low carbon assumptions)
No further development of hydrocarbon resuorces
Current export: domestic allocation continues
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Oil and gas production in Africa under 2D sensitivities
Global model –

Oil production – Africa region

• Regional production
prospects reduce

• Fuel price estimates (to
feed into revenue
streams) show weaker
prospects
• Relative export share
drops under 2D

Gas production – Africa region
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Benefits of approach
• Running key sensitivities that inform outlook around fossil fuels
• Recognition of strong push towards low carbon system, even under moderate
production levels
• Provide global context both on fossil fuel markets but also prospects for clean
technologies
• However, need for improved Africa representation in global models
• Specifics of different regions
• Prospective development ambition, including industry
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Thanks for listening
s.pye@ucl.ac.uk
@st_pye

UCL Energy Institute, http://www.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/energy
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